When users have poorly defined or complex goals, search interfaces that offer only keyword-searching facilities provide inadequate support to help them reach their information-seeking objectives. The emergence of interfaces with more advanced capabilities, such as faceted browsing and result clustering, can go some way toward addressing such problems. The evaluation of these interfaces, however, is challenging because they generally offer diverse and versatile search environments that introduce overwhelming amounts of independent variables to user studies; choosing the interface object as the only independent variable in a study would reveal very little about why one design outperforms another. Nonetheless, if we could effectively compare these interfaces, then we would have a way to determine which was best for a given scenario and begin to learn why. In this article, we present a formative inspection framework for the evaluation of advanced search interfaces through the quantification of the strengths and weaknesses of the interfaces in supporting user tactics and varying user conditions. This framework combines established models of users and their needs and behaviors to achieve this. The framework is applied to evaluate three search interfaces and demonstrates the potential value of this approach to interactive information retrieval evaluation.
Introduction
Keyword search has become the default standard for modern applications of information retrieval (IR) such as Web search. Although this approach is powerful, it does not support users well when they have poorly defined goals or complex questions, have insufficient pre-search knowledge, or may be using a system with poorly defined or unpredictable indexing (Belkin, 2000; Salton & Buckley, 1990; Spink, Greisdorf, & Bateman, 1998; White, Kules, Drucker, & schraefel, 2006; White & Roth, 2009 ). To support these situations, which may be up to 83% of all queries (White & Drucker, 2007) , richer modes of search, such as faceted browsing (Hearst, 2000) and result clustering (Zamir, Etzioni, Madani, & Karp, 1997) , are being developed. These modes can capitalize on users' abilities to filter and navigate through information using recognition rather than recall. Although these more interactive modes of search provide increasingly versatile combinations of functions, the challenge is not to simply add more features but to combine them to produce synergetic designs (Marchionini, 2006) . However, combining multiple features into a single interface creates a fascinating set of challenges in how to compare the support the design offers with other similar interfaces. To evaluate rich support for search, metrics need to consider strategies of informationseeking behavior so we may understand how well, or not, they are endorsed by a design. The Interactive Track at the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC; Dumais & Belkin, 2005; Harman, 1997) attempted to provide a methodology for comparing interfaces with IR systems among different experimental sites (Lagergren & Over, 1998) . Unfortunately, the experimental methodology did not conform to TREC and Cranfield (Cleverdon, Mills, & Keen, 1966) traditions, where only one aspect of a system was varied at any point in time (usually the document ranking algorithm). As a result, the track was ultimately retired due to issues with inter-system comparability. However, it did make a significant contribution to informing the community's understanding of the search process.
In this article, we describe a novel formative evalution framework 1 that uses established models of informationseeking behavior to inspect and evaluate the support provided for search by three faceted browsers. We use the lessons learned from information-seeking research to estimate and, therefore, predict the support for user needs and the tactics they may employ to meet them. By assessing the ease of using different tactics as a measure of support, the strengths and weaknesses of design can be identified to motivate redesign that can potentially improve the search experience. This approach is used to produce a measure for comparing systems that may be otherwise difficult to compare. It is formative in the sense that it is meant to serve only as part of the overall design process, providing valuable information that can inform design refinements prior to presentation to human participants later in the process.
The focus in IR evaluation has been on designing experiments that are insightful-to successfully assess the attributes on which they focus-, affordable-in respect to the cost of creating and running experiments-, repeatable-so that others can build on results-, and explainable-to guide subsequent improvements (Liu & Oard, 2006) . Our evaluation framework adheres to these four principles and through simulating core user interactions, allows for refinements to be made to designs during their formative development. Simulations of user interaction behavior have been proposed to test the usability of Web sites (Chi, Pirolli, Chen, & Pitkow, 2001) , navigation of the World Wide Web (Fu & Pirolli, 2007) and to evaluate the effectiveness of implicit relevance feedback algorithms (White, Ruthven, Jose, & Rijsbergen, 2005) without human participants. The framework proposed in this article is similar in some respects, but is based on established models of information-seeking behavior that are perhaps more appropriate for IR evaluation rather than cognitive theory and experimenter intuition.
We first propose the application of a combination of information-seeking models as part of an evaluation framework to estimate the influence of the strengths and weaknesses found in several interface designs in terms of their support for established search tactics. Second, we suggest that these strengths and weaknesses can be attributed to different search conditions to identify support for particular types of users. We begin with an overview of relevant work on modelling information-seeking behavior. A combination of these models is included in an inspection-based evaluation framework that is then described. The inspection framework is then applied to three example advanced search interfaces to comparatively evaluate the interface support they offer. We conclude with a description of the findings, their implications, and further work required to transform this research into a robust reusable framework for evaluating rich search environments. Our conclusions also include a discussion of the limitations of our approach and how these limitations can be overcome.
Models of Interaction and Information-Seeking Behavior
The interactive, cognitive, and relevance revolutions in information seeking and information retrieval literature (Robertson & Hancock-Beaulieu, 1992) depict an interest in the human element of search dating back over four decades. A deeper understanding of how problems were translated into query statements (Taylor, 1968) , the emergence of relevance feedback as a mechanism critically dependent on user interaction (Rocchio, 1971) , and an understanding of the role of knowledge deprivation as a catalyst for information seeking provided some of the initial momentum for those movements and underscored the importance of users in the search process. A number of general information behavior models have been proposed in the years since these early advances (Dervin & Nilan, 1986; Bates, 1990; Kuhlthau, 1991; Belkin Cool, Stein, & Thielet, 1995; Marchionini, 1995; Ingwersen, 1996; Saracevic, 1997; Spink & Wilson, 1999) . Although many models have been proposed, we elected to use two in particular for our evaluation framework that fit together effectively and were manageable in their size and scope. The models not selected at this time are considered for future versions of our framework. Any advances will have to consider the effect on this utility-complexity trade-off before being accepted for inclusion in the framework. We now describe the three most relevant models for our application, one to drive the design and two to be used as part of the final model.
Stratified Models
Stratified models help determine the range of abstraction levels that each need to be considered when evaluating the effectiveness of a search system. Saracevic, for example, proposed a model of stratified interaction including hardware, software, user cognition, and situational levels, which suggests that the system and the user have equal constraints on the success of a search (Saracevic, 1997) . A system involves hardware, processing, and data structures. For users, their interaction involves cognitive, affective, and situational levels, which represent their interpretation, motivation, and requirements, respectively. The system side of this model was later extended by Spink and colleagues (1998) , who added a graduated relevance dimension, and Bates (2002) , who identified additional levels that interact and affect each other. The key point made by these stratified models is that even if an effective searching algorithm is implemented or an intuitive user interface is designed, poor indexing or hardware can hinder the entire value of the system; acting as the weakest link in the chain. Similarly, users' interpretations of results may seriously affect their success in achieving their goals with the system. By exposing the different layers, each can be individually checked for bottlenecks in performance. Belkin et al. (1995) produced an episodic model to define and understand the flow in scenarios of humansystem interactions that overcome some of the shortcomings of the stratified approach. The flow definitions are called "scripts" that define the typical steps of interaction between a user and an information system, including multiple exit points for variances such as success or failure. To do this, Belkin and colleagues first highlighted four binary Cool, 1993, Information Processing and Management, 29(3), 325-344. dimensions that define 16 unique information-seeking strategies (ISSs; Belkin, Marchetti, & Cool, 1993 ; hereafter termed Belkin's ISSs). They calculated separate scripts for each of these 16 ISS conditions, which allow for switching among them. The ISS dimensions are method, goal, mode, and resource and, in combination, produce 16 conditions shown in Table 1 .
Episodic Models
The method dimension defines whether users are either searching for a particular information object or scanning a set of information objects. For example, these activities are easily differentiable as finding a specific paper to get its reference details or by searching for any paper, that may or may not exist, that can be used to support a point. The goal dimension defines whether users are learning about something or selecting something. Using the same bibliographic example these can be differentiated as learning who may be the key authors on a topic or selecting a particular paper. The mode dimension defines where users are recognizing and specifying something. One might remember that there was a useful publication at a recent conference and so is trying to identify it in the proceedings, or may have known the author, title and year and has typed them into a search box on the ACM Portal. The resource dimension defines whether users are looking for information items or meta-data about an information item. Usually, within a bibliographic repository, users are trying to find specific papers, but it is possible that users are trying to find significant authors, keywords, or events relating to particular papers.
For example, traditional Web search engines such as Google, Yahoo, and Live Search are best used for ISS15, where users are searching (method) to select (goal) by specifying (mode) attributes of a specific information object (resource). Consequently, traditional Web search engines least support users who are scanning (method) to learn (goal) by recognizing (method) some metadata about an information object (goal): this is ISS2. Faceted browsing, described more in the Faceted Browser's section, tries to support users by presenting all the meta-information to users in advance and letting them choose. Conversely, this best supports ISS2, but may inadequately support ISS15: Useful meta-data can be embedded in long lists, and it may require more effort to find them than to simply type them into a search box.
This model has been applied to Web searching and navigation studies involving human participants (Belkin et al., 1995; Pharo, 1999) , with findings suggesting that the model is insufficiently exhaustive and that there is a potential for interdependency between the method of searching and the mode of retrieval (Pharo, 1999) . In an effort to address such concerns, Belkin and Cool (2002) extended and expanded upon the four dimensions in the episodic model to incorporate all possible interactions among people and information within five facets. The new model, however, goes into more detail than is easily coverable and reusable within the constraints of this article: more than 100 unique conditions are produced. We hypothesise that the initial four dimensions are sufficiently expressive to classify seeking behaviors in the framework we present in this article, especially as it represents the core of the larger model, which was later validated by Huvilla and Widen-Wulff (2006) .
Strategic Models
Strategic models define the different strategies and tactics that users may employ when interacting with information, such as refining a search or returning to the beginning of a search session and beginning anew. Bates proposed a model containing four levels of search strategies: "move," "tactic," "stratagem," and "strategy" (Bates, 1990) . A "move" is a single action performed by users, either physically or mentally: mental actions may include deciding or reading. A "tactic" is a combination of moves, and there are endless combinations of moves that can be used to support a tactic, which depend on system implementations. Bates defines 32 specific information search tactics, as listed in Table 2 . "Stratagems" are a larger combination of both individual moves and tactics: some examples include performing a citation search or following a footnote. "Strategies" are again higher and involve a combination of moves, tactics, and stratagems. These strategies might include finding relevant work for a paper and depend heavily on what users are currently working on.
We suggest that strategies and even stratagems may affect the choice of a search interface and the decision will be partly based upon the tactics that it supports, such as comparing and collecting, as well as the current conditions for users, such as Belkin's ISSs. Therefore, we propose a combination of Bates' lower levels of search activity and Belkin's ISS model to produce a framework for the automated evaluation of advanced search interfaces. This combination is visualized in Figure 1 . At any one time, users are viewing the user interface (UI) from 1 of the 16 ISS conditions and is seen in terms of the tactics they can employ. The conditions and the tactics act as filters, restricting the space of possible interactions with the interface. The interface can be seen by each tactic in a different way, in terms of how easy it is to employ that tactic across its interactive features. Bates' "moves" are used as a speculative metric between the layers. So, each tactic has a total score of how easily they can be applied with each part of a UI. In turn, when users look at the potential tactics through 1 of the 16 ISS conditions, they see how many moves they can make with each tactic. This mapping is described in more detail in the evaluation Framework section of the article.
In the next section, we describe three faceted browsers that are compared in our study. These browsers were chosen to demonstrate our evaluation method for three reasons: (a) all are faceted browsers and provide a good example of how systems designed with similar aims can produce very different designs and (b) faceted browsers offer a wide range of features to support the search process. As such, they are useful for illustrating the potential of our evaluation framework. Comparing systems offering only keyword-search facilities would not provide as many features or such a diverse discussion, especially when the measure is determined by how broad the interface design is and (c) each browser has their own example datasets. By comparing different examples, we can show that the framework is dataset and implementation agnostic.
Faceted Browsers
Faceted browsers are an example class of advanced search interfaces that present different meta-data attributes as a series of orthogonal categories that can be applied in combination to produce multiple filters over the dataset. Typically the different meta-data attributes, known as facets, are created around a series of "target objects," which represent the information objects for which users might be searching. For example, in a bibliographic repository, target objects would be the instances of literature being held in the repository. Facets in the bibliographic example, therefore, might be author, publication venue, and publication date. Users of faceted browsers can then select one item, or sometimes more, from any or all of the facets to express their search needs. Through modelling a domain in a faceted structure, direct manipulation can be used to construct queries (Shneiderman, 1981) . Thus, when users are not clear on appropriate terminology or the meta-data is unpredictable, they do not have to estimate search terms but can make selections in each facet to apply multiple filters to the dataset.
In the remainder of this section, we describe three example faceted browsers that we a) developed in academia and b) motivated by improving user interaction with information. 2 Other faceted browsers exist in industry and academia, but are not described here. Endeca 3 is a commercial faceted browser that is not publicly accessible for research purposes. More recently, \facet has been developed to use faceted browsing for supporting information architecture and evolution (Hildebreand, Ossenbruggen, & Hardman, 2006) . However, \facet is subtly different to the three interfaces chosen, which are aimed at providing access to information rather than exposing structured data.
Flamenco
Flamenco 4 (Yee, Swearingen, Li, & Hearst, 2003) , shown in Figure 2 , supports both keyword search and faceted browsing, accounting for users who know their target and those who, for example, have little existing knowledge about the domain. The initial display shows all the possible facets in two columns, with vertical scroll as necessary.
By entering a search query or selecting an item in one of the facets, users are moved away from the initial view to one where all the facets are listed vertically down the left column of the interface and the results are listed down the right column. The search box remains at the top left and a breadcrumb trail is located just above the search results, which presents the sequence of selections and queries made by users. A search query acts as a domain filter and the search results (displayed in the remaining space at the bottom right) may still be browsed using the facets. If the query terms can be matched to particular items in the facets, these are presented to the user above the breadcrumb.
When a selection is made in a facet, the subcategories within the facet are shown and a per-facet breadcrumb is shown to depict the history of selections made by users within the one facet. If there are no subitems, the facet is effectively minimized (facet representations grow vertically with the number of options within it). If facets are hierarchical, results are automatically clustered into the subcategories of the latest selection. Users may optionally group the results by any other facet through a single interaction provided by the presence of a new link along side of each facet name. Any potential option for selection is accompanied by numeric volume indicators (NVIs; Wilson & schraefel, 2006) to estimate the number of target objects that can be reached by its selection.
When target object selections are made, users are moved away from the faceted browser display to one that shows a summary of the data associated with their choice. From here, users are given options to return to the faceted browser: extra facet selections can be made to expand or further narrow their constraints and view similar objects. Users may also reset the interface by pressing the "New Search" button. mSpace mSpace 5 (schraefel, Wilson, Russell, & Smith, 2006) , shown in Figure 3 , also supports both keyword search and faceted selections. Normally, users are presented with four panels: facet browser, interests, information, and preview cues. These panels remain persistently available throughout the subsequent interactions with mSpace, as each panel can grow and shrink using an animated zooming technique.
The facet browser panel holds a series of active facets in columns stood side-by-side in a horizontal line, and optional facets are listed in the header above. Within a facet, scrolling can be reduced using a per-facet string filter. The number and order of active facets can be changed freely, using "drag and drop," and horizontal scrolling of the horizontal column-set is provided if necessary. Unlike Flamenco, users may make multiple selections within any facet, and the results are combined using logical "OR." NVIs are also presented for each facet item. Although most faceted browsers allow the reordering of facets for aesthetic purposes, the order of the facets in mSpace matters and forms a temporary hierarchy, where filtering, according to a selection in a facet, occurs only in the facets to the right. This left-to-right filtering is also found in the iTunes browser, where a selected artist filters the albums to the right, but not the genres to the left. This temporary hierarchy and directional filtering means that the inter-column relationships are exposed, such as all the artists in a genre, and all the albums created by one of them. The hierarchy is "temporary" because, unlike in iTunes, mSpace users could reorder the columns to see all of the genres of a selected artist and the albums from one of them. Flamenco does not convey these inter-column relationships. By reordering the facet-columns in mSpace, the users can construct a path towards target objects using meta-data with which they are comfortable. Other facets can be simply removed from the active set to avoid confusion. Finally, the ordering of facetcolumns also represents an in-place breadcrumb of search decisions.
The second panel, at the top right of the interface, is an interest box that allows users to retain objects, much like a favorites or bookmark list in a Web browser. Uniquely, this saving affordance allows the regeneration of the path taken to find an item, which represents the sequential selections made through any number of facets to find a set of results. The panel on the bottom-left of the interface provides information about the last selection. If the most recent selection is a target object, 6 then users will expect to find the details of the target object here. This means that when viewing a specific object, users will not have lost the context of their browsing path. However, in the classical music demo, users can also see information about any facet item, such as composers or eras. This box can also be used to present search results, through either the keyword search at the top-right or as constrained by the selections in the facets.
A preview cue panel is shown on the bottom-right of the interface. This presents a space on the screen for giving example multi-media of target objects. One unique attribute of this preview cue panel is that it can be used to display example target objects for anything in the facets. In the classical music demo, users can hear examples of classical music from each era, composer, and arrangement. This is triggered by "play" icons that appear at the right-hand side of each item in the facet contents.
RB++
The Relation Browser (Zhang & Marchionini, 2005) , named RB++ 7 and shown in Figure 4 , currently presents all the facets and each facets entire set of values persistently: these facets are listed across the top of the UI as columns and grow or shrink to fit on the screen. Users can reorder the facetcolumns for aesthetic reasons, using a drop-down list that functions as a mechanism for changing the facet presented in the column below and, therefore, displaying the label of the chosen facet. Like mSpace, there is no separate breadcrumb visualization to keep track of the selections made by users, but the combination of filters is clear as the facets, and the selections, are persistently displayed rather than removed for space optimization, like in Flamenco.
NVIs are presented next to each item in each facet, and they are also represented as an in-place bar graph behind their labels. The population of the bar represents both the number of achievable target objects from making that selection and, uniquely, the number of total target objects in the dataset. Hovering over items in each facet previews the effects of the selection on each of these NVIs and is made persistent by clicking.
By pressing the search button, results are displayed in the lower half of the screen, where items can be filtered, sorted, and individually selected. Once the search results are displayed, the previous selections above are transformed into a Boolean statement, shown at the bottom of the interface, representing the selections, much like a breadcrumb but without temporal order. The facets are also transformed to represent the subset of target objects that had been previously achieved through selections in the facets. Thus, NVIs represent the number of target objects in the new subset. Any subsequent facet selections automatically filter the search results. The target object is displayed in a new window once selected in the results.
Browser Datasets
Each of the browsers compared in this study has a different dataset, and they have been purposefully chosen to highlight the advantage that the framework described below is dataset agnostic. In the evaluation performed below, the means provided by each interface, for searchers to perform different tactics are assessed, and the content of the datasets is not considered as a factor in the users' ability to search and browse. Further, all three browsers have been applied to more than one dataset, including different types of multimedia. As the framework is described in more detail below, it will become clear that the search-based functionality being evaluated is common to all types of data and metadata and can span across different domains. The Flamenco browser is exploring Nobel Prize winners and provides both metadata and multimedia, in the form of pictures, for each person. The mSpace browser previously described is exploring classical music, and has both metadata and multimedia, in the form of pictures and audio, for composers and pieces, respectively. Finally, the RB++ browser previously described is exploring government statistics and has both metadata and reports, containing various multimedia. Each of these datasets include multiple, orthogonal facets, which could be rendered flatly or hierarchically, and each interface handles hierarchical facets differently. Flamenco allows users to, from top to bottom, make subsequent selections within each layer of a hierarchical facet. mSpace, on the other hand, puts each level of a hierarchical facet into different columns so that selections can be made in any layer and in any order. RB++ maintains only one key layer per facet.
Summary of Browsers
It is evident from the description of the interfaces presented in this section so far that they offer both a wide range of different functionality, as shown in Table 3 , and very different implementations of overlapping functionality. It is these broad differences among interfaces that make comparisons problematic. The evaluation framework we describe in this article was designed to robustly handle such situations. In the next section, we present the framework we use to compare the interfaces.
Evaluation Framework
We developed a framework for the comparative evaluation of multiple advanced search interfaces during the formative stages of the design process. In the design of our framework, we employ aspects of two models of interaction behavior: the ISS conditions from the episodic model (Belkin et al., 1993) and the levels of search strategies (i.e., moves, tactics, stratagems, and strategies) presented by Bates (1990) in her strategic model. In particular, the "moves" of Bates'model are used to speculatively quantify the "tactics" she later defines. At this stage in the development of the evaluation framework, "stratagems" and "strategies" are ignored as their level of definition requires further work. Although Belkin and colleagues (1993) used the ISS conditions to motivate the design of an IR system, we combine the conditions with metrics (the values produced by Bates' model) to predict the support provided for users by different implementations.
The framework comprises the following four stages:
1. Identify the features, and their interactions, in each interface 2. Count how many moves it takes to employ each tactic with each feature 3. Process the results data 4. Perform visual analyses These steps cover preparation, measurement, data processing, and analysis. They are each described in more detail below and are followed by an example.
Stage 1: Feature Identification
First, each individual interface feature and its afforded interactions must be identified for each participating interface. Many of the same features may appear in each design, such as a keyword search function, and so a collated list of all the unique features from all the interfaces must be generated. However, if the comparison is of different prototype designs, rather than of three different systems, then they are likely to have identical sets of features defined by the same original specification. Regardless, each interface will be evaluated against the complete list in the following steps.
As this framework measures the breadth of support provided to users by each interface, completeness is important. It is not possible to objectively identify the full set of features, as it may not be clear, for example, if multiple selection, as provided by mSpace and RB++, should be treated as a separate feature from the ability to make selections in facets. In the example below, they are treated separately as not all of the browsers provide a multiple-selection of facet-items, and its presence in the two browsers permits different tactics for making a single selection. Consequently, the analysis can be strengthened by the list being constructed separately by multiple human judges working independently and then compared.
Stage 2: Measuring Support for Tactics
Following the simple process in Figure 5 , each interface feature is addressed one at a time for each design. For the current feature of the current design, the moves required to employ each tactic are counted. This produces a series of tables, one for each design, where tactics are listed across the top and the interface features down the side. An example table is shown in Table 4 . The count of moves is noted in the appropriate cross section between feature and tactic. No support by a feature for a tactic counts as zero. Requiring four moves to use the feature in support of a tactic produces a score of four.
As with some existing models, such as the GOMS model (Card, Moran, & Newell, 1980) , optimal user interaction is measured and so repeat and optional moves are ignored. For example, selecting multiple items involves choosing and selecting more than two items, selecting a third or fourth item is considered as repeating some of the moves required when selecting more than two items items. Optional moves include scrolling: A desired item may be the first or last item and the optimal situation is that one of the items is visible without scrolling.
As with the identification of features, multiple judges can be used to strengthen the analysis, especially when the evaluators are inexperienced with applying the framework. Like other techniques that can involve multiple judges, such as ethnographic observation or inductive coding of qualitative data, inter-judge reliability can be measured using techniques such as Cohen or Fleiss' Kappa.
Stage 3: Data Processing
With the process described in stage 2 ( Figure 5 ), a poorly designed interaction produces a high score and better designs reduce toward a score of one. It is not possible to perform every tactic with every feature of a user interface, and such cases, under the steps described above, produce a score of zero. Consequently, before metrics can be summarized, the numbers, except for zeros, must all be inverted. When inverted, better designs receive a higher score, with a single move achieving a score of one. Poorer designs approach a score of zero, where no support is provided at all. These inverted metrics can then be summed by feature and by tactic. This calculates the support provided by a feature for all tactics and the support provided for a tactic across all features, respectively. Summary scores for each feature can be seen toward the left-hand side of Table 4 . Summary scores for each tactic are produced at the bottom of each column in the table.
Stage 4: Visual Analysis
Once the results have been processed in Stage 3, the results are ready for analysis. To support this analysis, three graphs can be produced to represent the results visually. For example, a graph can be produced including the summed values for each feature in each design. Strong features will produce tall bars, and a comparison of user effort within and among systems can indicate a strong feature design.
Another graph can be produced including the summed values for each tactic in each design. Again, tall bars indicate strong support for a tactic. This comparison may identify tactics that may require improved support through redesign. Finally, each tactic supports particular parts of Belkin's four dimensions of user information-seeking conditions. For example, CHECK, a tactic for users to check their decisions made up to that point, supports users whose goal is trying to learn. Table 5 shows the 16 unique conditions produced by the four dimensions and the tactics that support them. The mapping shown in Table 5 was produced by careful analysis and discussion of the terms in the two models. Part of our future work will be to validate these decisions. For each of the sixteen conditions, the sum of the total support values can then be calculated. The calculated value for each condition can be graphed to show the difference in support for different user conditions. As results would be biased towards ISS conditions that have more assigned tactics, clearer results are produced by normalizing the results by the number of tactics assigned to each condition.
To provide context, we now present an example.A defining feature in faceted browsers is the ability to make a selection within a facet. The identification of this feature represents Table 2 ) assigned to each information-seeking strategy (ISS) condition as identified in Table 1 Step 1 in the process.
Step 2 involves counting the number of moves it takes to complete the entire process of making a selection. The series of interactions required to do this may involve multiple tactics. For example, the first tactic is to CHECK the decisions made. If the interface responds to a selection by moving it to a list elsewhere in the page, then users have the added "move" of locating the "selected items list" on the page before finding and reading their selection. However, this added move (scoring three) takes more effort than if the selection remained in place (scoring two).
To handle this appropriately in the framework, we invert their scores to give one third and one half, respectively. The withinfacet selection feature produces scores for other tactics used, and other features will also produce additional scores for the CHECK tactic. In the following section, the sum of all tactics supported by a single feature and the sum of all features supported by a single tactic that are visualized graphically.
Trial Results
The above-mentioned procedure was followed and applied to the three faceted browsers discussed in the Faceted Browsers section. As we recommend in Evaluation Framework section, the features of each interface were identified and compared by two evaluators. Although some decisions are clear, such as the difference between using the facets and performing a keyword search, a good example of a less clear but important distinction is between making and changing a selection in the facets. Although these could have been combined when analyzing mSpace and RB++ alone, the two are made distinct by the interactions required to change a selection in Flamenco. As such, evaluators may find it useful to think of the full set of actions users can make, rather than identifying different sections of the layout. This may be especially clear, as the main action in the evaluation process is to count the number of "moves" required to carry out each tactic by making that action. The results of performing the evaluation on the three browsers are described below.
In the remainder of this section, we describe some of the more pertinent results discovered when applying the framework to the three faceted browsers mentioned above. The chosen results are strong examples of what can be learned from its application.
Support for Tactics
Users need to adopt a variety of techniques to search effectively in the complex environments for which advanced search interfaces are suited. An essential aspect of interface design for information systems lies in how well it facilitates information seeking within its target domain. To assess this we measure the support offered by each of the faceted browsers for each of Bates'tactics. Figure 6 shows the support provided by each interface for each of the 32 known tactics. A number of observations can be drawn from Figure 6 . First, each interface has a high peak for SURVEY. This is an expected peak when evaluating faceted interfaces because users are presented with optional selections at each stage. This peak would not be so visible in keyword only interfaces.
The first tactic, CHECK, has different levels of support in all three interfaces. This tactic determines what actions have been made to corroborate them with the current aims. In RB++, although previous selections are highlighted in the interface, no representation of order is given and so a lower support for checking one's actions is provided. In Flamenco, this feedback is given in a breadcrumb and is visible when navigating through the facets. To view a target object in Flamenco, users are moved to a new page with a summary of that object. Thus, before users can view the breadcrumb, they must first return to search, which requires two moves. In mSpace, breadcrumbs are embedded into the ordered facets. Because mSpace is a focus + context browser, users can view the facets and previous actions at all times, including when viewing a target object. This leads to taller bars for mSpace and Flamenco than for RB++ (Figure 6) .
The large differences in the score assigned to the support for the RECORD tactic suggest that the interactions for saving information in mSpace are much simpler than those in Flamenco and RB++. The mSpace interface includes a within-browser collection space that can store any value from any facet. Although any state reached in Flamenco and mSpace can be saved using the parent application, 8 and pages displaying target objects in all three interfaces can be saved in this way, a double-click move can store facet items in the Interest panel of the mSpace browser at any point in time. mSpace users may also drag and drop facet-values into the collection space.
There is also a significant peak over the STRETCH and SCAFFOLD tactics for the mSpace browser. STRETCH, reusing objects in unintended ways, is highly supported because of the explicit ordering of facets. The reordering of facets allows users to see the effects of meta-data on other meta-data: this reordering involves a single dragging action. SCAFFOLD, finding quick paths to target objects, is highly supported, because selecting preview cue objects brings up not only information about its target objects, but can also be used to see its position in the facets. Users may recover a path used to find items in the Interest panel by dragging it onto the facet browser panel or double-clicking the item, displaying a quick jump to a previous path. 8 Usually a Web browser such as Firefox or IE It may be noted that, with the exception of SPECIFY, none of the interfaces support the "search formulation tactics" (SPECIFY to BLOCK) very well. It may also be noted that no interface supported CONTRARY, which might be to find an antonym of a selection (rather than everything but a selection). According to the support that was found, mSpace is specifically higher over all of the "term tactics" (SUPER to RESPACE). These higher ratings, however, are provided simply by the increased combination of features, rather than by the better design of any particular feature. Although it is easy in Flamenco to use the SUPER tactic, by simply removing an item from the breadcrumb, users of mSpace have two options: They may simply identify and click on a different item, or they may reorder the facetcolumns so that a selection is placed higher up the temporary hierarchy. The former of these two is not achievable in Flamenco because alternatives of a selection are hidden and the exact selection is displayed only in the breadcrumb. By more easily supporting the SUPER tactic, however, the RELATE and NEIGHBOR tactics are poorly supported in Flamenco because of the aforementioned four step process to change a selection. REARRANGE is well-supported by mSpace due to the ease in reordering facets. Finally, tactics like RESPELL are also well-supported by mSpace because changes to misspellings and unrecognized words in the keyword search are suggested and can be applied by a single click.
Finally, SCAFFOLD and TRACE are both poorly supported by RB++ as the facet-columns are used for two purposes: making facet selections and, once target objects have been listed, filtering target objects. The selections made before target objects are listed are hidden. It is a unique feature that this separation exists because making facet selections are, by nature, filtering the target objects list and most browsers merge these conditions. Figure 7 shows the significant contribution of different interface features. Certain elements of the previous discussion can be seen here clearly. Flamenco's four steps to change a selection are reflected in the slight drop of their bar. It may also be noted that Flamenco has no preview cue, and thus the bar is absent from the graph. The ease of multiple selections in RB++ is also clearly shown. One feature to compare is "view item." RB++ has a significant drop in support here as the implementation has a significant separation between target objects and browser. Target objects pages may be simply launched from the browser, but there are no ways in which users can interact with the browser when viewing them. The only option is to return to the browser. In Flamenco and mSpace, users can make further selections from the target objects page that force automatic interactions with the facets; this is most direct in mSpace where the facets are always present. mSpace has no sorting function, which is shown clearly on the graph, but is well-supported by RB++ and Flamenco. In Flamenco, users are able to group the results by any of the facets in the system, thereby providing the strongest implementation of a sorting method. However, Flamenco does not support filtering of individual lists by keyword. In mSpace, users can filter long lists of items in facets to jump quickly to selections. RB++ also provides the filtering of target objects by reusing the facets for filter selections. This support is only for target objects and presents weaker support for the interface. The in-browser collection space in the mSpace interface clearly provides support for the interface but is also unique to mSpace.
Support for Features

Supporting User Conditions
One question that was motivated by the work described in this article is as follows: Under what user conditions does a browser provide good support? By attributing each "tactic" to support one of Belkin's four dimensions of search, such as supporting learn (goal) or meta-information (resource), the support for each ISS condition can be quantified using the summed inverted metrics as before: The assignment of tactics to ISS conditions is shown in Table 5 .
The pattern that is seen almost identically for each interface in Figure 8 is indicative of the support provided by the typical interface elements found within faceted browsers. Predictably, as was shown in Figure 6 , there are three distinct lines, showing that mSpace provides the widest support for search. This height difference, which represents the average support of each tactic attributed to an ISS condition, does not show us new information. Instead what should be drawn from the graph is hidden within this pattern and shown in the differences in peaks and troughs for each interface condition. Quite clearly the graphs rise and fall in alternating pairs. This represents the alternation between recognize and specify (mode) and is perhaps a predictable outcome for faceted browsers. By including more lessons learned from the information-seeking work on keyword search, such as relevance feedback, we might see a balance between these two conditions. Within each of these alternating pairs, the mSpace bars marginally increases where the others fall. This indicates an increased support for meta-information (resource).
Considering individual browser patterns, although RB++ and Flamenco follow a similar pattern for the first 8 ISS conditions, Flamenco notably improves this gap in the final eight conditions. These two halves are made unique by the method dimension and indicate that Flamenco provides better support for search, which is defined by having a known target object to exist, such as just trying to an academic paper that exists. This significant increase, also sharper than mSpace, may be present due to the better support for making further selections and the lower support for changing selections. The final pattern we draw from Figure 8 is shown in every four conditions and is controlled by Belkin's goal dimension. The "learn" aspect of this dimension is shown by height differences between ISS1-4 and ISS5-8, and again between ISS9-12 and ISS13-16. This is characterised by the ability to see options in faceted browsers. The persistence of these options shown to mSpace users throughout is highlighted by the exaggerated difference in the first and third troughs compared with the second and fourth.
Discussion
We begin our discussion by summarizing the strengths and weaknesses of each browser, according to the analyses presented above.
Flamenco's strengths lie notably in its goal oriented design. The focus on the display and sorting of results, along with the prioritization unused facets, means that it best supports the types of users who are primarily ready to specify their needs when searching for a particular item (Figure 8 ). This is strengthened further by the tendency for Flamenco to have higher bars in the tactics that help to narrow search results in Figure 6 . Flamenco, however, has notable absences in Figure 7 , showing that its support could be greatly improved by providing functionality such as multiple selection and preview cues.
mSpace provides the broadest range of functionality of the interfaces, and this is reflected simply in the often-higher bars shown in all three visual analyses. Its strengths, however, lie in supporting users who are learning, rather than seeking specific information. This support for learning is further shown by the high bars for features such as organizing facet, filtering, and easily changing selections (Figure 7 ) and the uniquely strong support for some tactics, such as RECORD and BIBBLE (Figure 6 ). The browser notably provides no means of sorting or manipulating results, which provides support for multiple tactics in the other two browsers.
RB++ shows particular support for users who are going to recognize relevant information when they see it (Figure 8 ). That is, RB++ can be used to quickly apply multiple constraints, but is less goal-focused, and supports users in accessing the breadth of relevant information. The almost even balance conveys that the interface provides for tactics that expand, narrow, translate, and re-focus the results (Figure 6 ). The browser does suffer in all three graphs, given the absence of the familiar and powerful keyword search function and the ability to view target objects in the browser itself (Figure 7) .
Implications for Design
There is a difference between unintentional and intentional design, where unintentional refers to designs that have not yet received study or had available development resources, and so that the full extent of its functional capabilities have been realized. For example, keyword search is clearly stronger in mSpace than Flamenco, but both could be easily improved according to existing research. Instead, the development of both browsers, and indeed RB++, has focused on alternatives to keyword search rather than competing with its best implementation. Consequently, we simply acknowledge here that there is value in adding known enhancements to features such as the keyword search, as is demonstrated by the difference in support for users identified, by the framework, between the mSpace and Flamenco browsers. One output of our framework is that features are systematically critiqued to expose how the functionality of features may be improved. Other features may be intrinsic to a design: Facet organization in mSpace is one of these. Facet organization has little use in both RB++ and Flamenco, but is possible, and is mainly used to bring popular facets to the forefront. The ability to order facet-columns in mSpace, however, supports a number of different tactics. Multiple selections are also supported by both mSpace and RB++, but they are not supported in the Flamenco design. Instead, Flamenco has purposely supported faster selections towards a target object and adding a multiple selection would slow this down. To provide this feature, making a normal selection would require more "moves."
The framework's analyses help to provide a number of insights into the amount of support for different informationseeking tactics provided by different types of browsers. The detail of the graphs produced also allows evaluators to begin to understand which parts of the interface have provided support for the different tactics. To go beyond simply knowing if a tactic is supported or not, the measure used provides an estimate as to how well each tactic is supported by each part of the interfaces. Taken from these analyses, the findings of our study emphasize the following key points that should be considered when designing a faceted-browsing system:
• Maintain keyword search: It is clear from Figure 7 that keyword search should still be integrated into faceted browsers to support users in both methods. Including the enhancements proposed by information seeking and retrieval research, such as relevance feedback, can optimize these. This is backed up by recent work that shows both keyword search and faceted meta-data are used almost evenly when co-presented in a single interface (Wilson & schraefel, 2008a) .
• Think about different users: Although supporting users in selection making is important for users who are confident of their target (focused search), optimizing the ability to change selections and make multiple selections is important for users who are searching for a potentially relevant but unknown object (exploratory search). Figure 8 shows just how different the support provided by a single interface can be for different types of users.
• Consider meta-data relationships: We suggest that representing the temporary hierarchies, created by making selections in facets, for users is important for keeping track of their actions and understanding the effects of facets on each other. Although facets can be used in any order, the spatial ordering of them in mSpace has been shown to support a number of search tactics by exposing the relationships among different meta-data, as well as between the meta-data and the user ( Figure 6 ). This consistency of display is discussed further by Wilson and schraefel (2008b) .
• Show information in context: The interoperability of viewing information pages with the browsing of facets is a key element in maintaining the search context. mSpace is a good example of this, supporting a number of different tactics with its layout.
• Include sorting and filtering: Notably mSpace does not support any grouping, filtering, or sorting of results. Figure 6 shows, however, that the ability for users to arrange data and results so that they can effectively find the information they want supports a number of key tactics in the other two browsers.
• Facilitate information gathering: The collection of information during search is important (the RECORD tactic), especially when users are trying to locate relevant information rather than specific information (schraefel, Zhu, Modjeska, Wigdor, & Zhao 2002).
• Offer previews: Previewing the effects of actions is important for making decisions in search (such as the WEIGH tactic) and should be shown as soon as possible (schraefel, Karam, & Zhao, 2003; Zhang & Marchionini, 2005) . Figure 6 clearly shows that the preview feature of certain interfaces provides a significant amount of support for various tactics.
• Support logical opposites: One challenge is to support the CONTRARY tactic, which is rarely supported in browsers (unsupported according to Figure 6 ) and involves looking for the logical opposite of a term; this is different than selecting the inverse set of values in a facet, as some terms may be synonymous or connected to each other.
Ultimately, it is important to consider the varying intentions and needs of different users. Designers should try to ensure that a broad range of tactics are supported, in case they are required by various user types, and that the support is easily accessible. Through the adoption of these design recommendations, systems can take a step toward this goal and improve the search experience for all users.
Future Work
Framework Validation
Through our evaluation framework, we create a performance benchmark that is essential to drive advancements in search system development. The above-mentioned formative approach uses established models from the IR community. Although this evaluation framework has shown to produce some useful and provocative insights for improving design, for this measure to be accepted in the design of information systems, the results must be corroborated against existing measures. Consequently, we intend to further validate this combined application of models with the results of our own, and other researchers', user studies. This task is not trivial. Typical user studies of information systems involve creating goal-based scenarios and measuring results such as task completion time, result accuracy, and user preference (Borlund, 2003) . Yet this measure is designed to evaluate both focused and exploratory search environments that support a wider sense of human information behavior, such as when users find information that turns out to be irrelevant, partially relevant, or even contrary to achieving their goal (Godbold, 2006) . Such broad information behavior means that typical measures, such as time performance or result accuracy, may not be valid as they assume that the user has a goal and knows an accurate result. Consequently, typical pre-and post-evaluation validation methods (Gong & Kieras, 1994) also cannot be applied as our evaluation framework does not claim to improve aspects such as time performance.
Framework Extension
There are many interesting challenges that extend from our research, and we look forward to investigating them in collaboration with the research community. Our framework naturally pushes interface designers to develop prototypes that provide many features with as few moves as possible. However, this can lead to very busy interfaces. Consequently, we intend to measure the effect of busy interfaces on users through work such as cognitive load theory (Chandler & Sweller, 1996; Paas, Renkl, & Sweller, 2003) . Prior work in this area has shown that cognitive load can have a significant influence on information-seeking behavior and, in particular, query reformulation (Beaulieu, 1997; Bruza, McArthur, & Dennis, 2000) . Another approach may be to more formally model flow and change within an interface (Yuan & Belkin, 2007) so that appropriate support is provided as users progress with their search.
Formalizing Bates'"stratagems" may be an important goal for the future and may help us define a mapping between the two models used in the framework. One approach may be to define stratagem-level activities such as comparison, aggregation, and synthesis (Marchionini, 2006) , which may more formally tie together the link between Bates' "tactics" and Belkin's ISS conditions.
Another interesting question that emerged from the analysis is whether all of Bates' tactics are equally important to a given user. For example, Flamenco prioritizes the making of new decisions as it removes facets that have been used and foregrounds unused facets.Alternatively, mSpace and RB++ provide consistent layouts of facets, leaving the users' previous choices and the items un-chosen alternatives in full view so that they can be checked at any time. If knowledgeable users make new decisions more often than checking their old decisions, then an interface that prioritizes new decision making perhaps scores higher. Realistically, the importance or relevance of tactics may also vary depending on each of the ISS conditions in the episodic model. For example, users who know what they are looking for value making new decisions more than checking their old decisions, but users who do not know what they are looking for may often look to change their old decisions to achieve their goal. Instead of attributing tactics to different dimensions in the episodic model, different weightings could be applied to each tactic depending on the 16 ISS conditions. Further work is needed to investigate any static or varying importance associated with each tactic. Combining any varying importance with a measure of cognitive overload would provide a very strong metric for agreeing on the best trade-off of features in an advanced search system.
Conclusions
This article makes three contributions. First, we have designed an evaluation framework that combines existing research models in a way that can estimate the user-focused strengths and weaknesses of IR browsers. Second, we have presented the application of this framework to evaluate three faceted browsers. Although these models have been designed to encompass elements of user search, applied in combination it is conceivable that they can be used to identify the strengths and weakness of an advanced search interface such as a faceted browser. Third, by applying this evaluation to three interfaces, we have then been able to estimate the size of these strengths and weaknesses in supporting user tactics, the support provided by interface features, and the support for 16 unique user conditions. Both moves and well-defined tactics, from the model of strategic search interaction defined by Bates (1990) , have been used to estimate the support for each tactic provided by the features of three faceted browsers: mSpace, Flamenco, and RB++. These metrics have first been summed by tactic to show which of Bates' tactics are particularly supported by a browser. Second, by summing the metrics by feature, we can show the support provided by its implementation. Identifying weak or even missing features can promote changes and advances in implementation to support more tactics or reduce the moves required to achieve each tactic. Finally, by summarizing and normalizing these metrics into an episodic model of ISSs (Belkin et al., 1995) , we have identified particular strengths and weaknesses of the three faceted browsers for users in different search conditions. It is clear that our framework has the potential to be a useful design tool in the development of advanced search interfaces. This work also opens some interesting research questions, which we look forward to investigating in the future.
